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Colloquium paper presented at the Center for Ethnomusicology 

Columbia University 

New York, October 29, 2007 

 

The following is a paper I read at Columbia in October 2007. It is based on the final 

chapter of my book Genre in Popular Music, and I wanted to make it available online 

because it compliments the chapter. It can be read as a concise version of the chapter, as 

a clarification of the main argument of the chapter, and as an appetizer for the book 

because the first section presents some of the general ideas of the book. The audience 

had great comments, enough to revise and enlarge the paper, but this is basically the 

paper I read that day. 

 

I wish to thank Prof. Aaron Fox and Prof. Chris Washburne once more for inviting and 

hosting me. 

 

Enjoy the paper! 

 

Sincerely, 

Fabian Holt 

Copenhagen, November 1, 2007 
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Music at American Borders 
A Decentered Genre Study 

 

1. Introduction 

I should like to begin by expressing deep gratitude to the Music Department and the 

Center for Ethnomusicology. It is a great honor and pleasure to visit a place with such a 

rich intellectual life and with world class scholars in so many fields of study, including 

my own. I have been fortunate to hear a few Columbia students at SEM and must say 

that you have every reason to be proud. 

Like most academics, I hate to simplify, and that has been one of my great 

anxieties in writing a book about genre—you know, the nightmare of writing a rigid 

genre book that would spoil teachers and students (as opposed to help them). There was 

a brief moment earlier this year when I even thought about withdrawing the manuscript 

for that reason! Having said that, I think that the book could be described briefly as an 

exploration of the cultural dimensions of genre at a time when hybridity has become a 

big issue. The book begins with a general introductory chapter and then moves into case 

studies. More than one involves jazz, and I remember that one of Chris’ first reactions 

to the book was that it has a great deal of jazz for a popular music book. I have a 

background in jazz studies and wouldn’t mind if the book helps challenge the Anglo 

rock/pop-centered view of popular music studies. The large number of books of this 

type may reflect commercial pressures in both the academic job market and the book 

market, in some ways parallel to the conditions of popular music itself. I should add that 

ethnomusicology informs my approach to popular music in many ways. I do fieldwork, 

engage in issues of difference, and I study popular music as one of many musics and not 

as a self-contained genre or field of culture. 

 

2. A Decentered Approach to Genre 

The marketing of music via generic labels and images has become a major field of 

professional activity beyond the control of the individual artist and fan community. 

Popular labels such as ‘world music,’ ‘roots music,’ and ‘chill-out music’ produce new 

and simplified images that are often disjunct the historical and social contexts of 

production. It could be argued that modern music marketing illustrates that categories 
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are rather meaningless and have little relevance for the music itself. I would argue, 

however, that frustration with categories is a cultural symptom and that discourse more 

generally is a fundamental aspect of culture. Even simplistic labeling can provide 

listeners with a sense of order, and this basic cognitive function is central to 

foundational approaches to genre. The introductory chapter of my book explores 

foundational modalities and particularly the process of genre formation; how genres 

evolve and how genre categories regulate practices and create ontologies. 

 Discourses of hybridity should provoke us to see that this is only one side of genre 

and that classic evolutionary models of genre are outdated. It has become pertinent that 

genre studies recognize the boundaries of genre. To this end, it is necessary to broaden 

the perspective from the genre categories and narratives themselves to the social 

contexts in which they exist. This is not a call for postmodern notions of genre as a 

disembodied discursive construct, but rather for ethnographies of how individuals 

engage with categories, when and how categories are perceived as meaningful and not 

so meaningful, and how individuals move between genres and between cultures. Ruth 

Finnegan’s The Hidden Musicians is an example of a multi-genre study that focuses on 

the centered insider perspectives of each music scene. Her concept of musical worlds, 

drawing on Becker’s concept of art worlds, is a bit undertheorized and produces a 

somewhat simplified picture of bounded and unitary scenes. This critique can also be 

raised against the concept of genre worlds that Simon Frith proposed in his book 

Performing Rites. It should not be forgotten, however, that Finnegan’s field site was a 

small town in the early 1980s, before the digital revolution, the Internet, and the iPod. 

 

3. A Poetics of Music In Between Genres 

The main issue that I am approaching here is that of centeredness, which is a 

fundamental problem in the epistemology of categories. One obvious source of 

centeredness is the core-boundary scheme that is basic to genre and explains why genre 

can be both productive and counterproductive to our understanding of music. The core-

boundary scheme not only identifies a focal point. It creates and privileges a center, and 

it produces static and essentialist notions of music as an object. The cognitive 

dimension of categories is only one dimension, however. The social conditions and 

attitudes toward categories and their uses are just as important. I adopt the concept of 
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poetics and propose a poetics of music in between genres to counter centeredness in 

popular music discourse. The concept of poetics allows us to highlight rhetorical 

strategies and power relations and employ elements of poetic thought to think more 

effectively about the boundaries of genre discourse. 

The metaphor of music in between genres first of all implies the notion of music 

that doesn’t fit one category and can’t be understood from a single discursive location. 

The metaphor is based on a fragmented conceptual scheme that involves more than one 

location and model of interpretation. It creates a space for understanding things 

excluded by dominant discourses and should include the perspectives of dominant and 

less dominant voices. Let me conclude this brief outline with the following six 

propositions: 

 

1. Core-boundary models of genre should be complemented with decentered models 

2. Music has cross-generic and processual qualities that defy categorical fixity 

3. Spaces between genres are as valid sites of inquiry as are genres themselves 

4. In-between spaces have special significance for understanding diversity and transformation 

5. The metaphor of the in between draws attention to how music is situated 

6. My in-between poetics seeks to unfold connections across borders ad infinitum 

 

4. A Different Anthology of “American music” 

These philosophical gestures can be a source of inspiration in different areas of music 

studies. I should like to conduct a brief historical study that evolves around a narrative 

informed by this poetics. Narratives are important in historiography and provide a way 

of understanding multiple and changing perspectives. My narrative is developed in 

relation to the category of American music, and this creates a useful platform because 

genre is an important dimension but not the main theme of musical nationalism. 

Discourses of nationalism usually produce totalizing and unitary narratives, and 

genre is a great tool for that because it easily creates a sense of order and translates 

social exclusion into aesthetic purity. Powerful canons of American music have been 

defined around individual genre canons – first art and folk music, and later popular 

music, and they have all reflected the Anglo dominance in American society. It also 

brings the in-between poetics into a particular history that involves concepts such as 

“unity in diversity,” “the melting pot,” multiculturalism, and hybridity. To recognize in-
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betweenness across the powerful genre-specific canons of American music, it is 

necessary to step back from their centeredness and claims to autonomy. A major 

challenge is to recognize what exists in a particular place and not only what is 

considered worthy of that place. 

To illustrate, I would like to introduce three case studies that complicate 

conventional notions of American music in the region of the South. The South has a 

central status in national mythology, and the conventional canon represented by Bill 

Malone in his book Southern Music, for instance, evolves around major genres that are 

identified with what he perceives to be the two main traditions: The one derived from 

British folk music, the other from African folk music. Incidentally, I don’t want to 

critique certain aspects of Finnegan’s and Malone’s work without acknowledging the 

generally very high quality of their work. 

I begin in Florida and move west to Louisiana and then Texas. The examples in 

my little anthology illustrate the same thematic, but they are drawn from different 

cultural traditions, from different times and places. I am using the technique of 

juxtaposition to highlight the conceptual aspects and give a snapshot of different 

moments and worlds of hybridization in the region. 

 

 

Ricky Martin, “The Cup of Life” (Sony, 1998) 

 

[Play excerpt from the recording] 

 

Recorded sound is only one aspect of the “Ricky Martin pop text” that has been 

marketed specifically to young women and presented as a dimension of his star persona 

rather than as a distinct object of attention. Musically, “The Cup of Life” represents a 

particular cultural mix in a festive atmosphere, with the Carnival-influenced percussion 

and the theatrical elements in the arrangement. The song was created specifically for the 

Soccer World Cup in 1998, but many of the same elements can be found in several of 

Martin’s recordings of the late 1990s. Some of the production took place in Miami, and 

the Cuban-derived pop sound that developed there in the 1980s is part of the region’s 
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contemporary popular culture. Even so, it has been marketed under labels such as 

“international” and “tropical.” 

 To illustrate the territorial in betweenness of this music, I would like to consider 

the performance of “The Cup of Life” at two major public events. The song was first 

performed at the stadium in Paris at the World Cup final in 1998. Here, the energetic 

party sound fit the stereotype of Latin pop as a kind of global pop. 

As reflected in the official albums of the soccer world cups, the Sony corporation 

orchestrated a celebratory global multiculturalism with an Anglo-centered perspective. 

The title reminds us that English is the global language of our time. 

Martin also performed “The Cup of Life” at the inaugural ceremonies of George 

W. Bush in 2001. This created a different ideological context for the song’s message 

“you can win if you try hard.” Martin’s long-time collaborator Robi Rosa issued a 

press-release ahead of the event in which he opposed the crossover symbolism of the 

coming performance. The TV transmission, however, created a media text that 

circulated in multiple spaces beyond the control of the agents in the performance. An in-

between approach to contexts of performance and mediation can thus represent some of 

the cultural complexity ignored by a traditional genre narrative of the history from the 

Cuban son to the Miami sound. 

 

 

Jimmy Peters and Ring Dance Singers, “J’ai fait tout le tour du pays” 

([1934] Rounder, 1999) 

 

My next example represents a different mix of local and diasporic traditions. In contrast 

with the previous example, however, this is a non-commercial recording made in a rural 

community far from the centers of mainstream pop culture. My example is a 1934 field 

recording of black Creoles singing and dancing at a Baptist church in western 

Louisiana: 

 

 [Play excerpt from recording] 
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I assume that some would question the relevance of including this in an anthology of 

American popular music. One might question whether this can even be considered 

popular music. Such reactions are intended by my in-between poetics, and the point is 

that the complexity illustrated by this example is relevant: First of all, the challenge is 

not merely to find the right category. Categorizing this music as vernacular or folk 

music, for instance, would still leave us without an explanation of differences between 

past and present conceptions. Another point is that the notion of music in between 

genres should not be reduced to the simple model of a space between two clearly 

defined genres. There is little evidence of how these performers described their music, 

so we are lacking important empirical data that could expand our knowledge of 

discourse on musical difference. Strikingly, my window into this culture has been the 

categories used by the people whose representations I have studied. The performance 

can be identified as a juré ritual, a localized form of ring shout that draws on several 

traditions: There are traces of French traditions in the use of Creole and in the melody, 

and the raspy growls of the counter voice probably derive from African ritual music. All 

of these elements, however, had been transformed in the transnational diasporic region 

of the French Caribbean and Louisiana. The music crosses borders of Creole and 

African American styles and complicates blues-centered narratives of African American 

music. Even if juré has not played a major role in popular music, popular music studies 

could gain from studying such boundary areas because they have cultural significance 

and put the changing boundaries of popular music into perspective. Heard in the context 

of representations of Creole and Cajun culture, this example should make us question 

the narrow focus on zydeco music and help us understand that zydeco is the product of 

particular interactions with mainstream Anglo popular culture. Finally, the recording 

also puts into perspective the tourist image of Creoles surrounding the marketing of 

zydeco as world music in the 1980s. 

 

 

Flaco Jiménez, “Indita mia” (Del Bravo Records, 1976) 

 

My third and final example is drawn from the large border region of the Southwest and 

north Mexico. Mexican-American popular musics provide unique perspectives on the 
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history of border-crossings between nations and empires on US territory. Country 

music, swing jazz, blues, and rock music, for instance, have circulated widely in the 

region and blended with various localizations of polka and other 19th century European 

traditions among indigenous and migrant populations. The region, moreover, has its 

own history of relations between music, class, and ethnicity. Some of these broad 

themes are illustrated by the conjunto tradition and the career of one of its key figures, 

Flaco Jiménez. Conjunto can be conceived as a category in between and as a musical 

practice in processes of cultural hybridization. I thus approach in-betweenness from a 

different perspective than in the examples where focus was on contexts of performance 

and mediation and on ritual music. The main academic proponent of the conventional 

genre history of conjunto has been Manuel Peña who has followed a chronological 

narrative informed by the metaphor of organic growth. In 1985, he concluded that by 

the late 1950s conjunto had “developed as far as it was possible.” I would like to 

suggest a complimentary model of a more open-ended process that does not have a 

privileged historical center. It is particularly relevant to ground genre theory in cultural 

practice with a music such as conjunto where so much is created in performance by the 

individual accordionist. 

Flaco Jiménez started out in 1950s and became a master of classic conjunto, but 

his style evolved under the general influence of his urban middle-class background and 

his particular affection for such icons of southern popular musics as Hank Williams, 

Clifton Chenier, and B.B. King. Throughout the sixties and seventies his style matured, 

and his inspiration from modern jazz, for instance, represented a new hybridity that 

expanded the borders of conjunto and went beyond simple patterns of crossover from 

folk to pop. 

 

[Play excerpt from recording] 

 

4. Conclusion: Music in between 

To conclude, I have used my in-between poetics to discuss the locations of three 

examples—three recordings—that fall outside of conventional narratives of American 

popular music. Each of the examples raises a particular set of questions about those 

narratives. A key argument in my paper is that such boundary areas of American 
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popular music should be included and that they compel us to think about the cultural 

fluidity and diversity of this and other music categories. Moreover, I view decentered 

concepts and poetic thought as useful additions to narrow rationalism and formalism. 

There are aspects of music-making and musical experience that cannot be accounted for 

via cool reason and centered narratives. My paper is as much about representation as the 

music itself and this is motivated by an attempt at understanding the situatedness of 

music and its different socio-aesthetic realities in and between different locations, 

discursively and geographically. 

Thinking about in-betweenness and the questioning of foundations, categories, 

and boundaries (of genre and methodology) has a long history in various philosophical 

traditions. Such conceptual orientations are now widely associated with 

poststructuralism and deconstructionism, and I should like to stress that ethnographic 

methods have a critical role in countering the “anything goes” relativism of much 

poststructuralist armchair writing. Ethnographic methods are necessary for 

understanding the social dynamics and implications of genre and hybridity. Among 

middle-classes, for instance, hybridity is commonly associated with the cultural 

distinction of knowing “the canons” so well that one is sophisticated enough to 

recognize how genres are being mixed. But hybridity can also reflect the conditions of 

subjugated people who are denied a place in the world and the power to represent 

themselves in public. 

It remains an important goal to examine how individuals experience such 

differences in particular moments and processes of change. We would create the illusion 

of pure and static conditions if we framed narratives of centeredness and 

decenteredness, of genre and hybridity, as dichotomies. These conditions can create 

tensions, but they are not mutually exclusive. In a word, we might say that there are 

genres of music and music between genres but not music without genre. 

 

Thanks very much for your attention. 

 

 


